ABSTRACT
Developers use a large amount of their time to understand the system they work on, an activity referred to as program comprehension. Especially software evolution and forgetting over time lead to developers becoming unfamiliar with a system. To support them during program comprehension, we can employ knowledge recovery to reverse engineer implicit information from the system and the platform (e.g., GitHub) it is hosted on. However, to recover useful knowledge and provide it in a useful way, we first need to understand what knowledge developers forget to what extent, what sources are reliable to recover knowledge, and how to trace knowledge to the features in a system. We tackle these three issues, aiming to provide empirical insights and tools to support developers during software evolution and maintenance. The results help practitioners, as we support the analysis and understanding of systems, as well as researchers, showing opportunities to automate, for example, reverse-engineering techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software developers spend most of their time on program comprehension [50] to understand a system’s features and evolution [8, 38, 52–54]. During program comprehension, developers aim to improve or recover their knowledge about the features and their characteristics (so-called facets [7]) that are relevant for their task; in particular, locating the code that belongs to a feature [11, 26, 44, 54]. To support knowledge recovery, several techniques have been proposed to either facilitate the understanding of code (e.g., clean code guidelines [33]), to recover knowledge (e.g., feature location [11, 44]) or to store knowledge about a system (e.g., code comments [39]).

In parallel, software-hosting platforms, such as GitHub [20], are used more and more often for software development. Such platforms integrate a version control system with other capabilities to track a system’s evolution and corresponding knowledge, for example, Wiki and discussion pages—which is why we partly focus on these platforms. Considering the evolution of software on such platforms, we focus on three research questions:

RQ1 What knowledge do developers remember?
RQ2 What sources exist to recover knowledge?
RQ3 How can we trace knowledge to features?

For RQ1, we adopt psychological research on forgetting to understand what knowledge (e.g., code, architecture, features) developers remember at what point in time. Concerning RQ2, we identify suitable information sources in software-hosting platforms to recover knowledge that may be forgotten. During RQ3, we investigate techniques to trace knowledge directly to the source code to improve its accessibility for the developer.

2 STATE OF THE ART
Extensive research focuses on techniques and artifacts to understand and support program comprehension [46], for example, cognitive models of the understanding of code [50, 53], analysis of neural aspects [17, 47], and improvements of source-code readability [1, 15]. Moreover, several techniques have been proposed to recover implicit knowledge from systems based on reverse engineering [9, 37] and to better trace the features in a system to enrich the available knowledge [13, 18]. While these aspects have been studied extensively, software evolution adds different perspectives that have rarely been analyzed in detail. For example, it is important to understand what developers may still remember about a system and its features, and what knowledge they actually need [3, 19, 40, 48]. However, little research focuses on understanding how developers forget what type of knowledge and how they can support them to recover this knowledge [21]. There has been extensive research on program comprehension and knowledge recovery (e.g., expertise identification [14, 34]), but the current practices need to be improved [45]. In particular, we need to enable and benchmark automated techniques [51] that provide reliable knowledge to developers according to their needs—which is further highlighted by several visions, for example, of Berger [6], Murphy [35] or Robillard et al. [42]. For this purpose, we aim to improve our understanding of how developers forget and we plan to provide capabilities to recover and trace knowledge to features in a systematic way. To achieve our goals, we build on and extend existing techniques that aim to recover and present knowledge to software engineers, facilitating their program comprehension, and thus tasks.
3 RESEARCH APPROACH
Our work focuses on empirical research, aiming to understand how developers forget what knowledge. Particularly in this regard, we are cross-cutting with the domain of psychology and adopt their concepts on forgetting curves and memory for software engineering. Moreover, we analyze systems and processes, open-source as well as industrial, to understand the needs for and the availability of knowledge, for example, in software-hosting platforms. In order to tackle our goals, we adopt various established and new research methods. For instance, we conduct interview studies and systematic literature reviews to collect existing evidence and perform case studies as well as controlled experiments to evaluate new techniques [23, 55]. To gain a broader practical perspective, we conduct empirical studies with developers in community-question answering systems [49], such as Stack Overflow, as these provide a large, collective knowledge base [31].

4 CONTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we briefly summarize our current findings for each research question and then sketch our ongoing and future work. 

**RQ1: Measuring Knowledge.** Research on program comprehension focuses heavily on improving the actual source code of a system [46]. This seems reasonable, as most developers tend to believe the source code more than external information that are provided, for example, as comments [39, 43]. However, the question arises, what knowledge developers still have about their source code after what time. To this end, we conducted an empirical study [32] with 60 open-source developers and identified factors that influence their memory, derived their memory strength, and analyzed the established forgetting curve of Ebbinghaus [12]. We could show that especially repetitions and own code positively impact memory performance. Without considering these factors, developers forget the source code exponentially, as defined in the forgetting curve, which we aim to adapt to consider these factors.

**RQ2: Recovering Knowledge.** As developers forget or may be new to a system, it is necessary to understand what sources we can exploit to recover knowledge, for which we focus on software-hosting platforms. Despite such platforms, especially feature location is still a largely manual process [26]. Even for cloned or forked system that developed apart from a common base, automation is hardly achievable, although we can identify code clones to analyze their differences and commonalities. However, these do not align to actual features [30]. The problem is that features are rarely mapped explicitly to the code and their additional facets, for example, how they got approved or were tested, are usually implicit. We analyzed two systems from GitHub to identify what facets that are relevant to evolve features of a system [7] we can recover from what sources [29]. During this analysis, we found that modern software-hosting platforms provide several information sources that we can exploit for various facets to some extent. For example, the release log of one system helped us to identify some features and was mapping them to the source code, due to linking to pull requests and commits. However, this knowledge is implicit and needs to be stored and made explicit by reverse engineering it.

**RQ3: Tracing Knowledge.** Finally, we are concerned with tracing knowledge back to features and the corresponding source code, allowing developers to access it on demand. Still, as also our results on trust in information show [39], we need sources that developers do trust for this purpose. Software-hosting platforms are a helpful means in this regard, as they automatically track changes and store additional artifacts, such as discussions. In our current research [24], we are aiming to establish a tracing between the code and features by adding annotations in the source code that are automatically synchronized with a feature model [5, 10, 45].

To support our technique, we conducted multiple empirical studies, collecting principles on how developers locate features [26] and construct a feature model [36]. We plan to combine and automate our insights to maintain the feature model and its mapping to the code. For this mapping, we decided to use annotations in the code, as we found that they can benefit program comprehension [27]. Practitioners also argue, and our results confirm, that decomposing features into separate classes can be more challenging than annotations (depending on the granularity [22]), as the system’s behavior is split up and not understandable anymore, referred to as action at a distance [25, 28]. Moreover, support to automatically maintain, trace, and verify annotations has already been proposed and developed, allowing us to build on existing research [2, 4].

**Ongoing Work.** Currently, we develop a concept to refine and combine our previous results. First, we are conducting additional studies to verify our findings. In particular, we focus on understanding and categorizing what knowledge developers forget and remember. For this purpose, we conduct interview studies and experiments to analyze whether developers recall other abstractions of their system (e.g., architectures, features) longer then the source code. This can help us to gain insights into what developers consider important and how they remember, as well as what knowledge we need to recover and present to them in more detail.

Second, we implement tools that automatically recover knowledge from systems and their platforms, combine it, and present it to the developer. We intend to show how we can use feature traces (i.e., annotations) to more accurately provide relevant knowledge on the system’s evolution. To this end, we plan to conduct experiments, simulations, and case studies especially on preprocessor-based systems, such as the Linux Kernel. Preprocessors add annotations that are used to configure systems [5] and partly align to features. Also, the evolutionary history (e.g. of Linux [16, 41]) provides a useful data source to evaluate our techniques further. Overall, our goal is to provide a technique that automatically recovers knowledge for a system, traces it to the system’s features, and presents it to the developer who is working on that feature on demand.

5 CONCLUSION
Changes in a system challenge developers’ program comprehension and require them the recover implicit knowledge. In this paper, we reported results we obtained from various empirical studies on program comprehension during software evolution. We highlighted that knowledge needs can change during software evolution, for example, due to forgetting and unnoticed changes. Moreover, we described how we intend to extend our current findings and provide automation that supports developers during their tasks. This way, we hope to facilitate software development and maintenance, tackling the fact that developers forget and software evolves.
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